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Want a giant logo for people to climb on?
Or an oversized Kerplunk game?
Fancy a climbing wall on your stand?
Need a supersize graphic for your office building?

Together, our expert team of designers, project consultants
technicians and installers can help you to turn that seed of
something that really grows and wows.

Over the years we have become pretty much the go-to company if you need
something that little bit different. Something that makes you stand out from the
crowd.
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who we are

Warrens is so much more than
an Agency, Print house or
Stand Build Contractor.
Who are we?
Warrens Display is a team of creative, dynamic and service oriented
staff, all of whom understand the job they have to do and are
committed to doing it well – every time.
We pride ourselves on our proactive ability to act fast when and
where our clients need us. From design and the technical details,
to on-site service and support, we’re flexible enough to respond
quickly and effectively.
We have a superb, customer focused service approach and fast,
reliable and knowledgeable staff.

What do we do?
We provide products and services for the display
industry and we offer a wide range of services that are
all accessible via one contact point.
 Banners stands and displays
 Exhibition stands
 Interiors both commercial and domestic
 Museums and visitor centre
 Roadshows
 POS units
 Conference services
 Graduate Recruitment Services
 Graphics
 Oversized features
 Conferences
 AGMs
 Portable displays
 Tensioned fabric displays

...and many more

custom build

Bespoke exhibition stands worldwide.
As the name suggests a custom stand is just that - a bespoke
structure unique to your requirements, the holy grail of the
exhibition industry. These temporary structures work hard
on your company’s behalf to provide the perfect tailored
environment from which you can promote your product,
message or company.
Here at Warrens, we know what matters to our customers, so our
designers and project managers work hard to create custom built
exhibition stands that transform your ideas into reality, whilst also
meeting your timescale, budget and objectives.
Because we do everything in-house, we can offer truly flexible
packages, including the option to spread the cost of your
exhibition stand if required. Our experience also means that we
can anticipate and alleviate potential problems and offer full
consultation every step of the way to ensure that your stand does
exactly what it’s designed to do: deliver new business.

In more detail:
Because custom build stands are designed and manufactured from scratch, they
can work for all stand sizes, can be adapted to suit various stand spaces and
offer great value, giving you more ‘bang’ for your budget. The most cost-effective
bespoke stands are usually designed, manufactured and installed by a full-service
exhibition stand contractor like us.
For some companies, investing in a custom built exhibition stand can be a wise
move from a cost point of view. Although the initial investment may be greater, a
careful brief and a good design can ensure that you have an exhibition stand that
you can use in various configurations for many years. In addition, more and more
organisations are also recognising the environmental advantages, as a bespoke
stand that can be reused is a much greener option.
Our experienced designers are specialists in creating beautiful, bespoke exhibition
stands and will interpret your ideas and practical needs to provide a stand concept
that showcases your business to its best advantage.
In addition, we have a team of expert, uniformed installers who travel throughout
the UK, mainland Europe, the USA and further afield to build custom made stands
for our clients. This gives you the peace of mind of a consistent service, knowing
that your installation team have a full understanding of the finished results
required.
		
Many clients think that custom built stands are out of their price range, but before
you discard the idea, why not speak to us as you may be surprised at just how far
we can stretch your budget with some clever and creative design. By combining
bespoke elements that already exist from previous custom build stands that
we’ve designed, together with new items designed especially with your individual
requirements in mind, we can offer a truly bespoke stand and service that doesn’t
cost the earth.

custom build

Client:
Morphy Richards
Stand Size: 12x7m
Show:
IFA, Messe Berlin

custom build

Client:
Express Bi-folding Doors
Stand Size: 15.5x7m
Show:
Grand Designs Live, ExCeL London

custom build

Client:
Millgate
Stand Size: 7x4m
Show:
BETT, ExCeL London

custom build

Client:
Expressed Steel Panels
Stand Size: 6x7m
Show:
NEC Birmingham

custom build

Client:
Webanywhere
Stand Size: 6x4m
Show:
Learning Technologies Show, Olympia London

custom build

Client:
Express Bi-folding Doors
Stand Size: 10x6m
Show:
NEC Birmingham

custom build

Client:
Scheidt & Bachmann
Stand Size: 9x6m
Show:
Parkex, NEC Birmingham

custom build

Client:
Innasol
Stand Size: 10x6m
Show:
Ecobuild, ExCeL London

custom build

Client:
Hills Automotive
Stand Size: 7.5x10m
Show:
Automechanika, NEC Birmingham

custom build

Client:
Steljes
Stand Size: 6x7m
Show:
ISE, Amsterdam RAI

custom build

Client: Stadium Electronics Stand Size: 6x4m
Show: SME, Farnborough

Client: Steljes Stand Size: 3.5x12m
Show: BETT, ExCeL London

Client: Davinci Stand Size: 5x5m
Show: Cafe Culture, Olympia London

Client: LiquidLogic Stand Size: 7x6m
Show: NCAS, Bournemouth International Centre

Client: Biemme Stand Size: 10x3m
Show: The Cycle Show, NEC Birmingham

Client: NISA Stand Size: 12x12m
Show: Stoneleigh Annual Conference

custom build

Client: TAQA Stand Size: 14x6m
Show: EAGE, ExCeL London

Client: Yamato Stand Size: 16x9m
Show: Total, NEC Birmingham

Client: SITA Stand Size: 9x3m
Show: AVSEC, Frankfurt Messe

Client: ENVITIA Stand Size: 6x6m
Show: DSEI, ExCeL London

Client: Sense Internet Stand Size: 4x3m
Show: Internet World, Earls Court London

modular

Modular exhibition stands –
flexible design, flexible pricing.

In more detail:

Modular exhibition stands represent many benefits, offering
an entirely flexible solution that can be adapted to suit
varying stand sizes and configurations and your budget too!

The modular stand solution is very cost effective; robust and of extremely high
quality, it will last as long as you could possibly need. It also allows a great deal
of flexibility because it’s possible to redesign and reuse the same elements in
different configurations. Its adaptable nature allows you to purchase or hire one
solution to fit different stand spaces, whilst retaining branding consistency using
your existing graphic panels. Adding new modular elements over a number of
shows allows our clients to adapt and develop their stand year on year as their
business grows.

Our team here at Warrens will listen to your requirements and
advise on the best approach for your business. You may want
to purchase a stand for on-going events, with the option to hire
additional elements as needed, or perhaps hiring a modular
exhibition stand to suit a one-off exhibition may represent the best
overall value to you.
With our flexible pricing and our commitment to delivering stands
to suit the client, not ourselves, we’ll ensure that you get the right
modular stand, at the time you need it, with full support from start
to finish.

A modular stand is an off-the-shelf system solution that is made up of individual
components which are used to design and create an exhibition stand tailored to
suit each client’s specifications.

The graphic panels fit snugly in to channels in the uprights and beams that make
up the stand, or they are applied to the front face of the structure to provide a
seamless solution, providing maximum graphic impact.
Our team of expert designers can create the stand design and then seamlessly
create artwork for you or, if you prefer to use your own design team or agency,
we can offer advice and assistance to ensure that you get the best from your
modular stand graphics.

modular

Client:
Siyonatech
Stand Size: 10x4.5m
Show:
Learning Technologies , Olympia London

modular

Client:
Arville Textiles
Stand Size: 5x5m
Show:
Techtextil, Messe Frankfurt

modular

Client:
Baltex
Stand Size: 6x3m
Show:
Techtextil, Messe Frankfurt

modular

Client:
Nuffield Health
Stand Size: 6.5x5m
Show:
Employee Benefit Show, Olympia London

modular

Client:
Associated British Ports
Stand Size: 40x20’
Show:
Seatrade Global, Miami, USA

modular

Client:
Cruise Ireland
Stand Size: 20x20’
Show:
Seatrade Global, Fort Lauderdale, USA

modular

Client: ZND Stand Size: 6x4m
Show: Bauma, Munich

Client: Swivel Secure Stand Size: 4x3m
Show: InfoSec, Olympia London

Client: Electric Mobility Stand Size: 9x6m
Show: Naidex, NEC Birmingham

Client: Eye Observe Stand Size: 3x2m
Show: FM Event, Olympia London

Client: Wavin Stand Size: 5x4m
Show: CIH, Manchester Central

Client: SITA
Stand Size: 16x8m
Show: PTE, Messe Cologne

modular

Client: EPG Stand Size: 11x10m
Show: ICE, ExCeL London

Client: Fenner Precision Stand Size: 5x3m
Show: Advanced Engineering, NEC Birmingham

Client: PICO Stand Size: 8x3m
Show: Embedded World, Messe Nuremburg

Client: Ex-Pressed Steel Panels Stand Size: 6x3m
Show: Classic Motor Show, NEC Birmingham

Client: Neteller
Stand Size: 3x3m
Show: iGaming Super Show/Amsterdam Affiliate Conference

Client: Additional Lengths Stand Size: 5x3m
Show: ProHair Live, Manchester Central

modular

Client: TURMEC Stand Size: 10x7m
Show: RWM, NEC Birmingham

Client: Hoshizaki Stand Size: 8x3m
Show: Commercial Kitchens, NEC Birmingham

Client: Wavin/Hepworth Clay Stand Size: 6x3m
Show: Ecobuild, ExCeL London

Client: MacDermid Stand Size: 8x4m
Show: Offshore Europe, Aberdeen

Client: Rakem Stand Size: 8x4m
Show: Surfex, NEC Birmingham

Tension Fabric System Exhibition stands and Displays

Tensioned Fabric System
(TFS) is a modular exhibition
stand and display solution
that adapts to your
changing needs.
Available in a wide variety of depths, shapes and sizes, and
combining tensioned fabric graphics inside a simple aluminium
frame system with seamless graphics, a TFS system stand can be
tailored to meet your exact requirements and floor space, and can
even be used to create ceiling hung displays.

In more detail:
Just what is a Tensioned Fabric System (TFS)?
TFS is a method of displaying very large format graphics in a multitude of aluminium
profile structures. The display consists of a printed, stretchy graphic with silicon
beading stitched around the edges, which is then inserted into a channel within the
TFS aluminium profile frames. Thereby, the graphic is stretched taut inside each frame.
Frames are combined with other frames and different aluminium profile structures
to create larger and more complex exhibition stands and displays. The TFS allows for
backlit graphic areas – creating additional impact and visibility for your display.
If time is a factor then the speed at which a TFS stand can be erected is a major plus
point.
The end result is a clean, crisp and professional looking structure that really stands out
from the crowd.
TFS is ideal for:
• Covering large areas with join free graphic area
• Frequently updated exhibition stand projects
• POS displays
• Retail display solutions
• Backlit displays
• Showroom graphics
• Roadshows
• High impact displays
• Time efficient installations/dismantle
• Space efficient storage and transportation
Creative, Inventive and High Impact - TFS exhibition stands
Utilising our extensive experience and knowledge of TFS components, here at Warrens
Display we design and manufacture stunning and elegant modular exhibition stand and
display solutions for our clients that, whilst low on structure – and therefore cost, are
high on impact and visibility.
Your display stand can be quickly adapted, reconfigured and re-graphiced to produce a
new fresh look year on year, delivering exceptional return on investment.

Tension Fabric System Exhibition stands and Displays

pop up

Pop up stands – quick and easy
exhibition & display solutions.
Reliable and quick to erect.
Pop up stands are one of the most cost, time and labour
efficient ways of creating a large, impactful backdrop to
showcase your company and communicate key offerings and
messages. Integrating stunning, seamless graphics, pop up
exhibition stands turn heads and offer a welcoming space for
you to interact with your exhibition visitors.
We’re always happy to offer our advice and help to get you the
design and style that’s right for you – we have our own in-house
designers, large format printing facilities and trained installers all
ready to help if required.

In more detail:
How do pop ups work?
A pop up exhibition stand is made from lightweight materials in a cross braced
system; this ‘pops up’ into a large framework, yet concertinas down for packing
and transportation. Special bars are inserted into the frame to add strength and
stability to the structure.
Pop up graphics with ‘hangers’ at the top are attached to the framework using
locating hanging pegs at the top of the frame. Magnetic tape down each rear
side of the graphic panels allows you to position the panel perfectly on to the
magnetic bars. Graphics can be attached to the front and rear of a pop up stand, as
well as to the ends, to create a completely seamless graphic area.
With a bit of imagination and with our assistance, you can use pop up stands to
construct larger and more complex designs. Pop ups allow for greater flexibility
in size and shape and you can link frames together easily using magnetic bars or
simply by bridging a gap using a linking graphic panel.
If you have products to display and highlight, we can add illuminated showcases.
For key messaging there are walk under banner bridges and for anything you need
to hide, we can add storage areas. Let our designers show you just how flexible a
pop up stand can be.
We will help you to create a really inviting exhibition stand space with the
WOW factor simply by adding a platform floor with a carpet or vinyl cover that
accentuates your company branding. We have a fantastic range of hire furniture
and accessories available, such as bar tables and stools, comfy chairs and coffee
tables, reception counters of various sizes and shapes and literature racks. You’ll be
amazed at how different your simple pop up stand will look in a stand space that
has been carefully thought about and designed.

pop up

pop up

banner stands

Roller banner stands –
high impact, great value.
If you’re looking for great value, versatile exhibition display
stands to promote your business, our attractive and
eye-catching roller banner stands could be the ideal solution.
Here at Warrens Display we offer a wide range of roller banner
stands, giving you flexible sizing options and the choice between
single or double-sided. As a full-service exhibition and banner
specialist, we can also provide a graphic designer to help you make
a big impact and turn the heads of new business prospects.
Easy to store and transport, this type of lightweight and portable
display stand can be used time and time again - and our great
prices and extensive experience will ensure a great ROI.

In more detail:
Not all banner stands are created equally. There are two main types, External fixed
graphic and tensioned Roller (or pull up) banners.
An external fixed graphic banner stand such as a Twist banner, is supplied with a
completely separate graphic that is attached to the static base unit at the top and
the bottom. This option provides a great deal of flexibility as you can use a single
banner stand as a stand alone display for a seminar or presentation, but you also
have the ability to link graphics and hardware together seamlessly, to create larger
and more impactful backdrops for exhibitions and presentations.
A tensioned Roller banner, or Pull up banner, is operated just like a roller blind
in that the graphic is contained inside the base and it extends and retracts as
needed. The print is rolled around a tensioned roller mechanism inside the base,
keeping it protected from accidental damage in transit. All of ours are supplied
with either a telescopic pole, or one-in-three sections bungeed together, to hold
up the tensioned graphic.
All our banner stands are supplied with a carry bag and full colour, digital graphic,
designed to your exact specifications with a professionally colour matched print
and can be a great addition to your marketing portfolio.
A banner stand also makes a very effective welcome sign in a reception area, or
silent salesperson in a showroom and they are quick and easy to update or replace
with new messages.

banner stands

3-Panel Flexi Link Twist kit

Barracuda pull up/roller banner

graduate installations

Warrens Display provides
a comprehensive range of
services for each and every
type of graduate or apprentice
recruitment event.
We make sure everything runs smoothly from start to finish.
As one of the UK’s premier service providers of such services,
we’re committed to the following core objectives to ensure
your full satisfaction, each and every time.
With many years’ valuable experience in this specialist area of
recruitment, our expert team will work with you to facilitate a full
service package solution that promises to deliver:
 A flexible and responsive service for clients’
			 individual requirements
 The highest level of service and reliability, in advance and on site
 The perfect first impression to students

graduate services

How do our graduate
recruitment services work?
Warrens Display offers a broad range of professional and
bespoke services to cater for your entire recruitment fair
needs.
We control everything including the production, storage,
logistical movement, set-up and dismantle of your display
items as well as the movement and stock management of your
brochures and collateral.

Our services:
 24 hour access to our client portal for online ordering
		 and inventory.
 UK and international logistical management including			
		 delivery, set-up and dismantle of displays and event collateral.

		
		
		
		

Dedicated account manager who will share not only our 20 years’ experience
of the UK and European graduate and apprentice recruitment fairs and 		
university venues, but also their own knowledge and advice on planning for
the coming season, including weekly status reports and attending progress
meetings as required.

 Fully trained and uniformed AV technicians and installers to set up and
		 dismantle your display equipment and to run your presentations.
 The ability to act quickly and at short notice to urgent, last minute requests.
 Supply and in-house manufacture of a wide range of display backdrops for 		
		 events including pop up and banner stands and graphics.
 Repair or replacement of any damaged display hardware and graphics –
		 we carry a wide variety of stock hardware items and a replacement graphic
		 can be produced in less than 3 hours.
 Advance liaison with relevant event organisers and venues to ensure
		 timely preparation and submission of any required paperwork such as a
		 risk assessment or method statement.
 A fleet of liveried vehicles of various sizes to transport equipment to and
		 from each event. In order to keep fuel emissions to a minimum, we ensure
		 that we use the most appropriate sized vehicle to suit each individual job.

graduate installations

graduate installations

graduate installations

graduate installations

graphics and artwork

Graphic design services for
exhibitions and much more...
Our comprehensive and flexible graphic design services will help
you stand out from the crowd.
Graphic design for a wide variety of applications
Our creative team is committed to providing quality design
concepts in answer to your brief and will create stunning designs
for application across our entire range of products and services.
This includes stand-alone graphic design for small format use
such as brochures and posters, or for large format use such as
digital wallpaper or exhibition stand graphics, as well as specialist
applications such as artwork for museums and visitor centre
graphics, or for showrooms.
Swift turnaround and competitively priced
With highly competitive pricing, fast turnarounds and the capability
to meet any design requirement, our graphic designers will ensure
that your artwork captures and holds your audience’s imagination.

Artwork all ready to go?
The team at Warrens Display are professional but not precious, so if you want
to work with your own agency, no problem at all. Our designers will provide
graphic templates for your project and will be happy to answer any technical
queries you may have along the way. We’ll send a link for your agency to
upload artwork and, upon receipt of those files, we’ll produce low res PDF
proofs for you to double check.
Warrens produces high quality graphic products backed up by excellent
customer service and we are committed to delivering the best possible
results
Regardless of the origin of your artwork, we provide the highest of production
standards and for each and every job we will:
•
•
•
		
•
•

allocate a single point of contact for the duration of your project
check your artwork upon receipt and advise any issues
accurately colour balance and correct your prints as required to
match your requirements
provide hard copy colour proofs for you to check and approve
advise and assist you as much or little as required

Graphics perfect for short or long term displays
We are committed to providing quality products that are guaranteed for
longevity, and you will find that our customer service is second to none.

graphics and artwork

Bespoke wallpaper application to
private box at Arsenal’s Emirates Stadium

interiors and interior graphics

Refresh. Re-energise. Inspire.
Why not: Refresh your workplace? Re-energise your staff?
Inspire your clients?
Speak to Warrens Display and find out how we can help.
By combining our many years of industry experience with
our innovative approach to exhibition, display, interiors and
graphic design, we provide a simple and highly cost effective
approach to transforming interior office environments from
dull, uninspiring workspaces to ones that stimulate, engage
and inspire.
Warrens’ tailored interiors refresh service is in direct
response to our clients’ requirement for a cost effective
alternative to expensive office refurbishment.

interiors and interior graphics

A wealth of skill and experience
at your disposal.
Need to update that reception area? Want to inspire your
workforce in a bright and vibrant office environment? Or
impress VIPs in your meeting rooms? Need to maximise your
showroom or display space?
We offer a raft of services and ideas to re-invigorate all or specific
areas of your premises.
Here at Warrens, we tailor our services to suit your specific needs
and budget. It can be as simple as repainting walls and areas in
bright, energetic colours, introducing a splash of engaging imagery
applied using digital wallpaper to a plain wall, or the addition of a
motivational statement to revitalise a frequently seen wall or area,
the possibilities are endless.
You can rest assured that we have already undertaken many such
projects ranging from the truly massive to simpler and smaller scale
projects, all of which have received extremely positive feedback
from clients and their respective workforces.

interiors and interior graphics

interiors and interior graphics

The difference between
ordinary and extraordinary
is that little extra.
Workplaces can become somewhat neglected and functional,
therefore uninspiring for your staff. It doesn’t have to be this way
and it doesn’t have to cost the earth either.
A considered and effective refresh is also a quick and effective way to
make a great first impression.
With the right images and key messaging, you can further engage not
only with your staff but with visitors, customers and suppliers alike.
Warrens offers a fully bespoke service. From consultation to completion,
we will be with you every step of the way to achieve a truly remarkable
transformation of your workspaces at a fraction of the cost compared to
an interior design company.

interiors and interior graphics

interiors and interior graphics

interiors and interior graphics

interiors and interior graphics

interiors and interior graphics

home and office interiors

Refresh, Inspire and Personalise.
Want to refresh your home and make it as
unique as you are?
We can help. We produce all types of bespoke,
high quality digital prints that enable you to decorate
and enhance your home using images that reflect
YOUR personality, family and lifestyle. These include:
 Wallpaper

This brochure is full of examples to inspire you
and show you just some of what we have been
doing as a company for over 100 yrs
 Refresh your home spaces – kitchen,

			
			
			

dining room, living room, bedroom, hall,
loft conversion, stairwell – the possibilities
are endless!

 Personalise your home with your own unique

			

quality digital images

 Install decor that reflects your personality,

			

 Canvasses

your family and your lifestyle

 Mounted graphics

 Create an instant talking point in your home

 Adhesive-backed graphics

 Supersize and showcase your favourite family

Bespoke wallpaper for your home

Digital box canvas prints

			

picture, landscape or selfie

home and office interiors

Who are we?
For over 100 years we have been producing quality graphics
across a wide variety of applications for commercial premises
and uses within the commercial sector including: exhibition
stands, museums, football clubs, offices, shops, restaurants
and banks.
We now offer our unique services to the home market with the
same excellent customer service, experience and quality products
upon which we have built our reputation.

inspire with quotes in adhesive backed cut vinyl that can be
applied to any smooth wall

Our experienced team of advisers are ready to help and advise on the
possibilities for your project.

With NO obligation
or hard sell.

printed wallpaper for large
offices or showrooms

...or for bedrooms in your home

home and office interiors

Enhance whatever size or
space you have in mind….
We work with you from the large to the small:














New extension
New build home project
Re-decoration of a Kitchen, Dining room or Lounge
Feature wall
Home office
Loft conversions
Bedroom wall
Nursery
Games room or chill out space
Children’s furniture
Internal doors
Porches and entrances
Staircase wall

Digital box canvas prints

personalised printed wallpaper
ideal for bedrooms....

for nurseries

for your kitchen

...or dining space

home and office interiors

What about content?
We have that covered:
Want to use your own imagery?
Don’t just leave those beloved images stored on your digital device.
Supersize* them and use them to decorate the walls on your home to
create a superb quality, eye catching and contemporary talking point.
Don’t have digital content?
That’s not a problem either.
We’ll help to find or create the most suitable images for your home
make-over. Our designers can then personalise the image by tweaking
or adding content.
Got an old photo, negative or slide you would like to use?
You may have amazing photos stashed away that could be turned in to
stunning wall art.
We have extensive experience converting old photos, negatives or slides
to digital files and restoring and enhancing them.
*Digital pictures taken on your digital camera or smart phone need to be of a size and resolution suitable for large format applications. Don’t
worry though, we have the expertise to check on this for you and advise. In some cases even low resolution content can be improved, edited
and shown to its best advantage.

treasured photos as modern stylish wall art

home and office interiors

easy, professional installation

show off the treasured photos
in your digital collection

breathe new life in to your bedroom with
large format digitally printed wallpaper

a little inspiration?

home and office interiors

enhance reception areas

add a quirky wall to
a games room

stylish and contemporary
wall art for your home

display beautiful and treasured memories

a little inspiration?

hospitality box at Arsenal
football ground

family portraits as wall
graphics mounted to FR MDF

home and office interiors

wallpaper and wall mounted graphic

cut vinyl text with letters or words in 3D

feature art for every room in the house

a little inspiration?

bring the outside in to your living spaces

office and home interiors

Refresh. Re-energise. Inspire.
Want to: Refresh your workplace? Re-energise your staff?
Inspire your clients?

Enhance your nursery with calm and
tranquil digitally printed wallpaper

Engage your workforce with inspirational
large format graphics and messaging

Speak to Warrens Display and find out how we can help.
By combining our many years of industry experience with our
innovative approach to exhibition, display, interiors and graphic
design, we provide a simple and highly cost effective approach to
transforming interior office environments from dull, uninspiring
workspaces to ones that stimulate, engage and inspire.

Wrapped canvas prints
for your home or office

Warrens’ tailored interiors refresh service is in direct response to
our clients’ requirement for a cost effective alternative to expensive
office refurbishment.
Digital wallpaper-Quick and
easy professional installation

Lifestyle images and copy
produced as wallpaper

office and home interiors

A wealth of skill and
experience at your disposal.


		



Need to update that reception area?
Want to inspire your workforce in a bright and
vibrant office environment?
Impress VIPs in your meeting rooms?
Need to maximise your showroom or display space?

We offer a raft of services and ideas to re-invigorate all or specific
areas of your premises.
Here at Warrens, we tailor our services to suit your specific needs
an budget. It can be as simple as repainting walls and areas in
bright, energetic colours, introducing a splash of engaging imagery
applied using digital wallpaper to a plain wall, or the addition of a
motivational statement to revitalise a frequently seen wall or area,
the possibilities are endless.
You can rest assured that we have already undertaken many such
projects ranging from the truly massive to simpler and smaller scale
projects, all of which have received extremely positive feedback
from clients and their respective workforces.

Welcome your clients with engaging wall graphics
and colour co-ordinated furniture

office and home interiors

Stimulating and inspirational wallaper graphics
for your offices, boardrooms and meeting rooms

Welcome signs with 3D text

Brighten up a dull wall space with key messages
and statements in vinyl or 3D text

a little inspiration?

office and home interiors

The difference between
ordinary and extraordinary is
that little extra.
Workplaces can become somewhat neglected and functional,
therefore uninspiring for your staff. It doesn’t have to be this way
and it doesn’t have to cost the earth either.
A considered and effective refresh is also a quick and effective way to
make a great first impression.

Large format wall and floor graphics - ideal
for showrooms and display areas

With the right images and key messaging, you can further engage not
only with your staff but with visitors, customers and suppliers alike.
Warrens offers a fully bespoke service. From consultation to completion,
we will be with you every step of the way to achieve a truly remarkable
transformation of your workspaces at a fraction of the cost compared to
an interior design company.

Bring the outside in to your
kitchen area

3D renders to enable you to
visualise your space

office and home interiors

Digital wallpaper as a
feature to engage customers

Make a feature in
your bedroom

a little inspiration?

3D individual letter create a
multi faceted wall feature

Overlaid 3D elements on top
of printed wallpaper

office and home interiors

Fun and quirky addition to your communal
workplace rest area or playroom at home

Bespoke design and project management
service as well as production and installation

a little inspiration?

Welcome messaging for
reception areas

Unusual graphic features

office and home interiors

So how do you get the
ball rolling?
Just get in touch.
From there it’s a simple and fun experience where we visit you at your
premises and take your brief and a few photos of your spaces. Then
it’s over to our designers to work their magic and demonstrate how,
with minimal disruption to your office and workforce, and at a cost we
can guarantee you will find refreshingly surprising, we can transform
your environment simply but effectively.

Printing, production, mounting
and finishing - all under one roof

Call us NOW to arrange a FREE consultation with a member of our specialist interiors project team and site survey team.

Interiors made easier.
It really is that simple.

Directional signage for your
building reception

Display your treasured images
with large format digital canvases

museum graphics

Museum quality printing
services.
Here are Warrens Display, we have the facilities, the experience
and the expertise to fulfill ALL of the exacting criteria and
requirements for an exhibition, visitor centre or musuem graphic
project.
Our design team can create the perfect content for your display
with our expert printers producing the large format results to
the size and style you need. We will offer advice and support
throughout the process and our flexible pricing and fast
turnarounds mean that we can cater for any project large or small,
no matter what their needs.

In more detail:
Photographic reproduction printing
Our large format digital printing services are perfect for a wide range of
products and purposes, and our photographic printing techniques allow an
unrivalled quality of print that has a longevity and durability.
And it doesn’t stop there.
Here are Warrens Display, we have the facilities, the experience and the
expertise to fulfill ALL of the exacting criteria and requirements for an
exhibition, visitor centre or musuem graphic project.
It’s not just the print department either, we have a team of professional
mounting staff who possess a wealth of experience in manufacturing and
finishing graphics using a wide range of substrates, laminates, mounting
methods and fixings including split battens, stand-offs, labels, signage and any
bespoke requirements you can think of.
Whatever you require, we are confident that we have everything you need to
deliver a successful, impactful and eye-catching exhibition or museum display.
Quality is at the heart of everything we do.

We are proud to have worked with many museums including the
Royal Armouries in Leeds and London and many others.

Underpinning our design and production teams are our experienced and
knowledgable account managers who are on hand to discuss the intricacies
of your project to ensure your project is delivered on time and on budget.
And to top it all off, our installers will fit your graphics too!

museum graphics

Bespoke printed wallpaper graphics

museum graphics

Bespoke printed wallpaper graphics

Thank you for looking.
Contact info below or click this link:

w: warrens.co.uk
e: sales@warrens.co.uk

Warrens Display ltd - Leeds
Felnex Road
Leeds
West Yorkshire, LS9 0SS
t. +44(0) 113 278 3614

Warrens Display ltd - London
3 Kingston Business Centre
Fullers Way South, Chessington
Surrey, KT91DQ
t. +44(0) 20 8391 7990
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